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Critical Thinking about 
Photographic Images:
Primary Research based on Qualitative Survey Analysis
© Lawrence Karn, Ph.D.
Abstract
 This article presents primary research from data from 200 individuals who 
responded to in-person and exhibition-site surveys requesting their subjective 
assessments of photographic images. Resulting data is presented initially as a series 
of tables; later, by a process of qualitative analysis, conclusions are suggested.
 Prior to the research study presentation portion of this paper, introductory 
remarks serve two purposes: first, a brief discussion of anamorphic perspective—as 
an artistic technique—is used to establish the concept of visual ambiguity; next, a 
brief experiment from John Berger and Jean Mohr’s Another Way of Telling is 
introduced to demonstrate a method for collecting subjective assessments of 
photographic images. Finally, with inspiration from Berger’s experiment, this 
qualitative research study replicates Berger’s method and goes beyond it by providing 
analysis of the results with reference to a range of other experts.
Keywords:  ambiguous images, anamorphic perspective, anonymous survey 
analysis, critical thinking, interoceptive awareness, John Berger, 
photo exhibition, photographic images, photographs of Tokyo,  
primary research, punctum, qualitative research, R.D. Laing,  




My three-year-old daughter invites me into her world. I am delighted. 
My joy must also be cautious. There are markers in her domain and I must 
respect their authenticity. Her world is as she imagines; she asks me to see it 
through her eyes. Her love indulges my inability to fully comprehend, but 
not without her amply correcting, redirecting and explaining my blunders. 
Each of my abundant mistakes is a fresh cause for her unrestrained laughter. 
Her glee tells me that my missteps are part of her fun in the game; her frolic 
is my clumsy dance.
The fun is that we are playing at not playing a game. 
This observation echoes the epigraph from R.D. Laing (1972). Variously, 
the game the renowned psychiatrist refers to may be the game of language 
or the game of sanity or the game of reality or the game of respect. Each of 
Holbein, Hans. The Ambassadors. 1533. Oil on oak. National Museum, London.*
They are playing a game. They are playing at not playing a game. 
R.D. Laing
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those—such as the four rules of the sanity game: 1.) I must think I am sane 
and I must think you are sane, 2.) I must think I am sane and I must think 
you think I am sane, 3.) you must think you are sane and you must think I 
am sane, and 4.) you must think you are sane and you must think that I think 
you are sane—must be mutually agreed before the corresponding condition 
[understanding, sanity, reality, respect] can exist between people.
Just like in my daughter’s play world of make-believe, mutual agreement 
reveals the shared truths beneath appearances. The hidden markers exist as 
symbols and signifiers we use to decode and understand our situation, our 
context. Let’s look at the frontispiece image, Holbein’s The Ambassadors, as 
an example. The painting, while life sized, looks like a usual example of 16th 
Century Renaissance art. A closer view, from an oblique angle, reveals that 
the blurry white and gray long oval shape on the floor between the two 
human figures—an image rendered in anamorphic perspective—is a human 
skull. 
“Viewed from the correct oblique angle, the diagonal in The Ambassadors transforms 
into an undistorted memento mori.” ** 
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Lively discussion on the elements Holbein put into his painting has 
theorized that symbols of immortality (the Bible and map of the heavens), 
life (the humans), and death (the skull lurking hidden in plain view) were all 
put into the painting to represent these concepts. We ask, “What has the 
artist put into the painting for us to extract from it?” In the alternative, what 
are we taking from an image that its creator may not have intended to put 
there? That is, what are we interpreting into each image we view?
We move from how we are looking at a visual image, the question of 
perspective, to the matter of who is looking at the visual image; namely, the 
subjective component that requires analysis and critical thinking. 
Subjectivity—what we are seeing that the creator may not even have put 
there for us to see, the meaning that we are putting into whatever we view—
is the element of ambiguity in photography. The physical act of taking a 
photograph may be regarded as a method of honoring, preserving, and 
updating the recording of traditions, customs, and significant sites and 
sights. The same act of taking a photograph may also be viewed as an 
instance of theft of cultural identity, mischief, and appropriation. We now 
turn to a technique from John Berger and Jean Mohr’s Another Way of 
Telling (1982) as an entry point into the exploration of ambiguity in 
photography, which is also a way to stimulate critical thinking in viewers.
In Tokyo Tropes in Nebulas and Neighborhoods (Karn, Vol. 3, 2016), my 
photographs tell the story of a walk around my currently adopted city. All of 
the Tokyo Tropes photographs are night scenes. This is intentional. Since 
photography has often been styled as painting with light (which I suggest is 
more of a process of playing with light), the chiaroscuro nuances of night 
photography can be useful in creating a mood and atmosphere that invites 
viewers to accept the photographer’s narrative or aids viewers’ imaginations 
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in suggesting their own explanations of the images. Reflecting on the way to 
understand how viewers might “suggest their own explanations of the 
images,” I decided to revisit, replicate, and reframe an exercise Berger 
(1982) had engaged in. He showed his photographs to people and recorded 
the comments each person made. Berger describes his experiment in the 
following extract. He observes that
  the spectator projeccts something of her or himself. The image is 
like a springboard.
  I often feel the need to explain my photos, to tell a story. Only 
occasionally is an image self-sufficient. This time I decided to allot 
the task of explanation to others. I took a number of photographs 
from my archives and I went out to look for those who would 
explain them. Of the ten people I asked, only one refused. He was 
an old gardener and he said it was too much like a television 
guessing-game. All the others agreed to describe what came into 
their minds when presented with the photo I was showing them. I 
said nothing myself, simply noting what was said. The choice of 
people was largely a matter of chance. Some were acquaintances, 
others I was seeing for the first time. (Berger, Another Way of 
Telling, Loc. 148-154)
Below is one example from Berger’s five photographs. 
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E. J., market-gardener: According to the social position you find your-
self in, the fact of being able to work, even if it’s hard, is a positive joy. 
H. M., clergyman: A happy worker who isn’t ashamed. I find his ges-
ture, as he turns towards us, fantastic. His gestures are the opposite of a 
dictator’s. Marvellous. He moves me and he’s making no concessions. I 
admire a chap like that. 
C. M., schoolgirl: Somebody who’s happy. He has finished work. 
A. R., banker: Work makes you healthy! That’s the slogan this friendly 
worker seems to be illustrating for us. But it can only be for a moment, 
for it’s hard to imagine that anyone can be so cheerful when working for 
eight or ten hours on the production line. Unless he’s one of those rare 
people whose aims are nobler than the common run of mortals! 
A. B., actress: Long live the production line! I feel two things here. 
The line has stopped. Work is over. The man’s happy. He’s proud of the 
workshop. Work’s over. My factory is great. 
F. S., dance-teacher: I’m a bit lost. What does it mean? A warehouse? 
No, there’s nothing in it. He likes being photographed. He’s happy. He 
works. He’s happy. He could complain, he doesn’t. Is he the ideal work-
er? Perhaps it’s the boss? I’d be unhappy there. 
J. J. B., psychiatrist: He’s happy the day is over. It’s a factory with an 
assembly line. There’s nothing more to do. He’s taking off his gloves. 
L. C., hairdresser: Happiness! His way of opening his arms as if to 
welcome somebody who has just arrived. He looks like a worker who 
has a hard job and earns little money. It makes me think of the prisoners 
in the German camps, an armaments factory. 
I. D., factory worker: A coincidence. We have the same rollers in our 
factory! By his expression I’d say it was Friday night, the end of the 
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week’s work. He looks happy, I wish him a good week-end. 
What was happening: It was a foundry in West Germany. I was pho-
tographing a Yugoslav worker for a reportage made for the International 
Labour Office. A Turkish worker nearby, seeing me, shouted out: “So 
there are only Yugoslavs here! Me, I don’t exist!” Yes, he existed too, 
and I took his picture. (Berger, Another Way of Telling Loc. 148-154) 
Berger asks the same 10 people to comment on four additional photos, 
each time adding his “What was happening” explanation at the end.
Part 2: Primary Research:  
Japan Photographs as Ambiguous Images
2.1  Replicating Berger’s experiment 
Photographs may encourage viewers to accept the photographer’s 
narrative or to come up with their own explanations. We have just revisited 
the exercise John Berger (1982) engaged in—allowing viewers to come up 
with their own explanations and not supplying any narrative prior to the 
viewers’ explanations—to provoke viewers of his photos to describe what 
they were about. My replication and reframing of Berger’s experiment was 
my Photographs of Japan as Ambiguous Images Photography Exhibition to 
gather impressions from visitors and natives alike, posing questions 
Berger’s respondents seemed to be pondering. The data collection process 
for Ambiguous Images took place by way of anonymous viewer surveys; the 
questions were posed in the form of prompts on a survey sheet. A copy of 
the survey appears in the appendix of this paper.
The catalogue the Japanese university approved featured ten images, 
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eight of which I chose to use in the exhibition. I deleted the two photographs 
of the park from Tokyo Tropes, feeling such images would be too common to 
Japanese viewers to provoke much sense of ambiguity. Using four images 
from Tokyo Tropes (Karn, Vol. 3, 2016), the Carousel of Desire photograph 
(Karn, Vol. 25, 2016), and three images—Tokyo Crowd, Kyoto Parade, Tokyo 
Roof Park—from my commercial portfolio (https://www.istockphoto.com/
jp/portfolio/lawrencekarn?assettype=image&sort=mostpopular), I created 
the Photographs of Japan as Ambiguous Images Photography Exhibition. As 
in Berger’s method, the photographs were shown with no accompanying 
explanations. Viewers were invited to respond. Details, such as occupation 
and nationality, were also requested. 
Recalling the neurophysiology of how people feel when they look at 
photographs, Pollatos et al. (2007) demonstrate that viewers have a visceral 
response to photographs and that the strength of our awareness and 
sensitivity to that response—our interoceptive awareness—accurately 
predicts the strength of that visceral response. This is like a neurological 
backstory to the notion of photography as engaging the emotions, as 
enabling one to respond with empathy, to see the world from another 
individual’s perspective, by subjective feelings. The idea of interoceptive 
awareness (Pollatos, 2007) is relevant to a concept of engagement through 
photography with the technique from Mohr and Berger’s Another Way of 
Telling. For example, someone visiting the Japan as Ambiguous Images 
exhibition might say, “I could feel my heart pounding when I looked at the 
photograph of that shrine because I was staying at the Grand Hyatt Erawan 
in Bangkok on August 17, 2015 and crowds were all around when the bomb 
exploded at the Erawan Shrine. It was so frightening!” The image I’m 
referring to, which appears immediately below, is in my portfolio at http://
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www.istockphoto.com/photo/tokyo-crowd-141425?st=16afaca, and is a 
photograph that I actually took in Tokyo.
Since the idea of the exhibition was that photographs would appear 
without captions, viewers could bring their own interpretations and personal 
narratives. Berger has noted that, “All photographed events are ambiguous, 
except to those whose personal relation to the event is such that their own 
lives supply the missing continuity” (Berger and Mohr, 1982, 922-925). I was 
interested in how individuals tried to create the missing continuity in 
photographs that were “ambiguous images” for them to invest with meaning 
through interpretation. This also suggests an emerging theme of how the 
act of seeing the world through the eyes of others is performed 
unconsciously. For example, when one sees something in a movie or 
photograph, the phrase “I’ve seen it” is often used. When pressed with the 
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question, “Were you there to see it in person?” it is often the case that the 
speaker only saw the scene or object in a movie or photograph. Visual 
familiarity and direct experience are recognized as distinct, but often given 
equivalent rhetorical value. Nowadays, it might be regarded as picky and 
cranky to ask someone to specify exactly how she or he saw, to insist on the 
distinction between direct experience and having merely viewed an image of 
something. My point is that “personal relation to the event is such that their 
own lives supply the missing continuity,” redefines personal relation to blur 
visual familiarity with personal experience and often expands personal 
experience to include what an individual may have only ever looked at as an 
image. 
The images that were used in my Ambiguous Images exhibition are 
shown in the following two photographs of the installation. 
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The first image is the exhibition face with four photographs—the night 
side of the display. Photographer photo and information appears in the right 
upper corner. Survey forms were available in the red shopping bag attached 
to the lower left side of the display. Beside the English “Please give your 
ideas” request are Japanese instructions, “get survey here.” The larger 
shopping bag below the center of the display with the request, “Please put 
your ideas here” has the equivalent Japanese translation beside it. Japanese 
text below the photographer information sheet directs viewers to photos on 
the back. 
The second photo—the back of the exhibition—is the brighter side. It 
features three daytime scenes and the colorful carousel with reflected 
clothing store photograph. Individual photographs appear below, as headers 
to the collected responses, the same way Berger reported his viewers’ 
opinions.
2.2  Exhibition and Survey Availability
In the interests of collecting a wider range of responses than just from 
Otsuma Women’s University students, I produced five photographs from the 
eight-photograph exhibition for showing in a portable folio display. Over 150 
surveys were collected from the eight-photograph exhibition shown in the 
two photos above; more than 50 surveys were collected from the five-
photograph portable folio, which contained smaller-sized copies of images 
from the exhibition. 
The total of 239 surveys contained 1,434 response fields. On review of 
the collected surveys, a survey was not disqualified if some fields had been 
left blank. I did solicit colleagues to complete surveys, but was sure to 
shuffle their responses into the larger group of responses when I collected 
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them. 
Data collection was cut off at November 12, 2016, with a target sample 
size of 200 surveys as a sampling from the 239 pages collected. Some 
respondents chose to comment on more than one photograph on a single 
page and others used only one page per photo.
2.3  Data Collation and Response Clustering
The following table summarizes native country and occupational status 
from 200 survey sheets that are the basis for discussion of the Ambiguous 
Images of Japan Photography Exhibition.
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Three quarters of the responses are from Japanese nationals. 
Approximately sixty percent of the surveys are from university students. 
University faculty members include adjunct as well as tenured professors. 
University administrative office staff also took part in the study. 
Surveys by Occupation 
Faculty  48
No Occupation Designated 15
Staff 12
Students 125
Total Number in the Study 200
Total Number of Surveys Collected 
Surveys Collected 239
Spoiled or Severely Incomplete Replies 39
Total Number in the Study 200







No Native Country Designated 23
Philippines 1
South Korea 1
United States of America 10
Total Number in the Study 200
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2.4  Refinement and Selections by the Respondents
The mounted photo exhibition featured eight images and the portable 
folio contained five of those images I considered representative of the full 
show. The five best-performing (response-wise) images in the exhibition 
were the ones that were also in the portable folio. 
Image #1 with 88 comments is the Warehouse with Three Moons 
photograph.
Image #2 with 34 comments is the Tokyo Crowd at Asakusa Gate 
photograph. 
Image #3 with 35 comments is the Carousel of Desire photograph. 
Image #4 with 42 comments is the Roof Park photograph.
Image #5 with 24 comments is the Kyoto Parade photograph.
While there were 200 survey sheets in the study, recalling that some 
participants chose to comment on more than one image on a single sheet 
accounts for why there are 223 responses listed above. The quantitative data 
summary remains the same. 
 The three additional images in the exhibition—three night shots 
(antenna array, Shinjuku skyline, and Nakano-sakaue old street)—generated 
only one survey and one or two random remarks. I suspect that the reason 
the five most commented-on images were so popular is that they captured 
many of the same moods and feelings of the three night shots (antenna 
array, Shinjuku skyline, and Nakano-sakaue old street) and that viewers, 
once they had expressed their feelings on photos they found more 
interesting, felt their contributions were complete. In particular, I feel the 
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Warehouse with Three Moons photographic construction was such a 
controversial and evocative night shot that the other nighttime images that 
shared the side of the display with it were effectively ignored.
I might also look more deeply at the physical set-up of the installation 
for clues about why all the photos on the brighter side of the display 
received comments and only the Warehouse with Three Moons photographic 
construction on the busier side merited significant responses. I decided to 
position all the night shots on one side and all the daytime photos, along 
with the bright and dark/ interior and exterior Carousel of Desire photo, on 
the other side in order to establish a theme of opposites. I imagined that my 
photographer selfie and information—rather standard for a photo 
exhibition—might, by making eye contact, encourage viewers to complete 
surveys on the four night view images. Perhaps my life-sized (albeit sepia 
toned so as not to be too surprising) head with hands holding a camera 
turned out to be more off-putting or intimidating than inviting. Four of the 
surveys in the unused group made kind comments about the photographer 
information sheet, printing my name in block capitals and saying “teacher 
like a page of textbook,” “cool,” “teacher is cool,” and “nice sepia” and there 
were no negative responses to it. 
Further exhibitions may determine if the antenna array, Shinjuku 
skyline, and Nakano-sakaue old street photographs shall continue to 
generate fewer responses than other images in the showing. All of the 200 
surveys in this study of approximately three weeks are responses to the five 
most popular images. 
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2.5   Tables of Responses to the Four Questions and Five 
Photographic Images
Image #1 is Warehouse with Three Moons 
Here is a table from 88 responses to the Warehouse with Three Moons 
image.
Image #1 Warehouse with Three Moons
1.  I think this is a photograph of…
American art museum
blue
bridge (eight responses listed this term)
building (four responses listed this term)
castle/ haunted house/ Himeji castle (four responses listed these terms)
CGI (computer generated image)
contrast
date spot of Japanese
deserted street
famous city/ town/ famous place (four responses listed these terms)
fantasy/ fantastic/ mysterious/ imaginary (11 responses listed these terms)
Japan/ and isn’t Japan (three responses used these words)
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Image #1 is Warehouse with Three Moons 
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Minato Mirai (district)/ Station (eight responses listed these terms)
moon (12 responses listed this term)
night/ night view (15 responses listed these terms)
Odaiba (district)
orange
planet (three responses listed only this term)
red brick/ red brick warehouse (35 responses listed only these terms)
sea/ seaside village (three responses listed these terms)
skating rink
time lapse (two responses listed this phrase)
Tokyo Station/ Tokyo Bay/ Tokyo (five responses listed these words)
wonderful/ beautiful/ beautiful scenery (17 responses used these words)
Yokohama/ Yokohama Station (37 responses used these words)
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
combine Tokyo Bay with the solar system
scare me
show me Himeji castle’s force
be artistic
play with multiple exposure techniques to imagine a surreal world
Not a photograph. Confuse or oscillate between two mediums
show the feeling of a new love with a little loneliness hoping for a very bright 
and happy future.
show timelessness - ethereal quality
be surreal
draw a dreamy sequence with his camera lens
science fiction
three are moonlit
3 were moon and I thought it was fantastic
wanted to take the landscape of beautiful night
take a picture from various angles and directions more often
CGI (computer generated image)
use time difference. Therefore, change the position.
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take beautiful night view. Buildings are illuminated by moonlight.
represent a fantastic world.
add fake moons to the scene to create a surreal image of imaginary world
make an SF picture by adding two moons to a familiar photo.
capture the tranquility of Tokyo Bay area at night
take the contrasts of blue & red
show Tokyo is beautiful at night
express his mind
The photographer likes this scenery.
I’d like to tell clean Minato Mirai (district). Advertisement of red brick.
tell wonderful of the Earth
make a night view look fantastic and mysterious
compare three different moon in conformity to one photograph
relate to beauty of the moonlight and a town shining in night
take a picture which is only one in the world
leave future photograph to show chaos world
thought the moon equaled three was wonder
I imagine the photographer waited long time
express quiet and beauty that is different from liveliness in the daytime 
take a fantastic photograph
see the beautiful night view
take a beautiful color Akarenga (red brick warehouse) and bridge together
convey the beauty of the red brick to us
I think it was shot with an open shutter. And, the photographer was 
representing the passage of time in moons.
show us three moons
take a weird and fantastic photo
take beautiful view and the red brick warehouse
I imagine that I composed the moon (Perhaps this means trigger my 
imagination.)
catch a night view from two viewpoints
take a picture of Red Brick Warehouse with full moon and Rainbow Bridge
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fantastic work by synthesizing a picture. The red moon makes that stand out in 
particular.
mysterious and beautiful
express the view of the world that are not found in everyday
express imaginary world
under picture (This may refer to the low angle of the shot.)
synthesis
take the beautiful night view
relax
show the beautiful scenery
copy the red brick and the moon light up in the evening together
I try to watching (Perhaps “make us look at this image” is the meaning here.)
photograph these moons
clean night and illumination of red brick become fantastic
take the bridge of light, buildings, and something like the moon
shoot a night scene. This place is very beautiful night view. Maybe the 
photographer wants to take a nice view.
take a picture of the red brick depot where night is beautiful
shoot the night view neatly
take beautiful pictures
the feeling of the town. The landscape of night.
illuminations
night view! Famous place is [sic] take a photo. 
take a photograph when the light
draw a fantastic night view. And I imagine the photographer was trying to take 
two of the world.
I want to clean to take a night scene in a single-lens reflex (Encourage the 
viewer to make photographs?)
the moon is three (show three moons)
fantasy world because the moon is two
take three moons with red brick warehouse at night (and on the next line) take 
nobody (to show solitude?)
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take the photo of three moons and beautiful night view
take so Yokohama bay bridge moves and processing three a month and 
processing one of those (Perhaps demonstrate photographic techniques is 
implied here.)
look mysterious and beautiful are very similar
work and watch moon
3.  When I see this photo I feel…
disconcerted
reminded of Isaac Asimov’s book/ story “Nightfall” (because there are two 
moons)
the three colors match. When there is sadness there is joy coming.
relaxed (two responses used this word)
strange (seven responses used this word)
in a delusion
a fantastic beautiful picture/ amazing/ wonderful/beautiful/ beautiful and I 
love moon (27 responses used these words or phrases)
free
that a heart becomes peaceful
wonder and romance
very strange and unbelieving
very beautiful and romantic. If I see this view, I could forget bad things.
it is suitable for dating
very curious because there are two full moons and a red moon
offended because I like natural settings
I’m in a fantasy world
like taking a walk
happy because I like “Aka Renju” (red brick warehouse buildings)/ very happy 




unrealistic/ mysterious [opinion about the photo rather than state of being] 
(three responses used these words)
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mysterious because there are two moons. I wonder what the red ball is. Is it 
the Earth?
the progress of the month [may mean “moon” here] every time is wonderful
impressed with the beautiful night view
surprised
very attractive. In addition, I felt it strangely at the same time. (The viewer may 
be trying to say strangely attracted here.)
at peace. So, I wanna see forever.
this photo is different from the real world
loneliness
[that I am] in a fairy tale
it is beautiful but make me sad
like being drawn into this beautiful photo/ I would like to see actually (and 
similar expressions) (six responses listed these terms)
like Halloween!
I want to drive on a beautiful night
warmth
the beauty of the light up/ that light of red and blue are beautiful match
[that I] miss [my] junior high school and high school friends
it is a sight I want to see when I want to be healed
why are there three moons?
this is a popular place for people from other countries
4.  I feel this way because…
it represents a world I’m unfamiliar with [response above was “disconcerted”]
I like “Aka Renju” (red brick warehouse buildings) [response above was 
“happy”] 
it is not what I expected [response to 3. above was “confused”]
I am positive! [above response was “the three colors match. When there is 
sadness there is joy coming.”]
soft lights - mix of new, modern blue light - harsh old, classical - orange light - 
soft [response to 3. above was “relaxed”]
there are three moons/ it’s an expression of a different space [response to 3. 
above was “strange/ delusion/”] (seven responses listed these terms)
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I have never seen three moons before [response to 3. above was “a fantastic 
beautiful picture/ amazing/ wonderful/ beautiful/ beautiful and I love moon”] 
(27 responses listed these phrases)
there is something to attract in the photograph [response to 3. above was 
“strange and beautiful”]
light of red brick depot, sea, bridge all match beautifully [response to 3. above 
was “that a heart becomes peaceful”]
I like landscape of night [response to 3. above was “wonder and romance”]
I felt mysterious [response to 3. above was “very strange and unbelieving”] 
(three responses listed these terms)
I am impressed by this picture and want to go to this town [response to 3. 
above was “very beautiful and romantic. If I see this view, I could forget bad 
things.”]
there is a beautiful night view [response above was “it is suitable for dating”]
I actually want to see a look at this scenery [response to 3. above was “very 
curious because there are two full moons and a red moon”]
I live nearby the place, so I felt my neighborhood is contaminated by the 
photographer’s unhealthy intention. He tried to be artistic for sure. [response 
to 3. above was “offended because I like natural settings”]
the light is fantastic [response to 3. above was “I’m in a fantasy world”]
the lights are beautiful and it seems very quiet. [response to 3. above was “like 
taking a walk”]
I want to go there once again/ I want to go there [response to 3. above was 
“fantastic/ fascinated”] (four responses listed these terms)
usually moon is one. Three moon is not normal. And one moon is red. 
Sometime, red shows bad meaning. [response to 3. above was “scared”]
chroma of light of the red brick side and light of the back bay bridge side is 
truth reverse and puts red of the warm color in the back bay bridge side 
daringly [response to 3. above was “elegant and surprised”]
I feel the night view is splendid [response to 3. above was “beautiful”]
reality is unbelievable/ red, blue, and yellow tint is very nice [response to 3. 
above was “unrealistic/ mysterious”] (three responses listed these terms)
I am interested in the stars [response to 3. above was “mysterious because 
there are two moons. I wonder what the red ball is. Is it the Earth?”]
I love Yokohama [response to 3. above was “relaxed”]
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blue and orange contrast are beautiful [response to 3. above was “the progress 
of the month every time is wonderful”]
beautiful [response to 3. above was “impressed with the beautiful night view”] 
(two responses listed these terms)
three moons and Yokohama and Odaiba (district)/ very beautiful scenery 
[response to 3. above was “surprised”] (two responses listed these terms)
The author thinks that a free thought is important without being seized with 
reality. [response to 3. above was “very attractive. In addition, I felt it strangely 
at the same time.”]
I like night view and moon matches scenery and it’s very beautiful [response 
to 3. above was “at peace. So, I wanna see forever.”]
I think the bridge to be a Japanese thing, but the house feels it is a Western 
thing [response to 3. above was “this photo is different from the real world”]
I wonder there is no people in the world [response to 3. above was 
“loneliness”]
the building in this photograph looks shining and there isn’t a person 
[response to 3. above was “in a fairy tale”]
I want to go here for Christmas with boyfriend. I want a boyfriend. [response 
to 3. above was “it is beautiful but make me sad”]
this picture fascinated me [response to 3. above was “like being drawn into this 
beautiful photo/ I would like to see actually” (and similar expressions)] (six 
responses listed these terms)
this photo have three moons and one of them and warehouse are red like a 
pumpkin of Halloween. It looks like flying witch in the sky. [response to 3. 
above was “like Halloween!”] 
the night view and red brick are very beautiful [response to 3. above was “I 
want to drive on a beautiful night”]
I was happy looking at this photo [response to 3. above was “warmth”]
I want to go to this place. I like Yokohama because my high school was in 
Yokohama. [response to 3. above was “the beauty of the light up/ that light of 
red and blue are beautiful match”]
I often went here with my friends [response to 3. above was “miss junior high 
school and high school friends”]
I want to see the night view and the full moon at the same time [response to 3. 
above was “it is a sight I want to see when I want to be healed”]
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this spot has a long history [response to 3. above was “this is a popular place 
for people from other countries”]
I want to go there because I recognized the Yokohama Red Brick at first glance 
[no response to prompt 3]
I have visited there and taken a picture there, but never looked at a picture like 
this. [response to 3. above was “why are there three moons?”]
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Image #2 is Tokyo Crowd at Asakusa Gate 
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Here is a table from 34 responses to the Tokyo Crowd photograph.
Image 2 Tokyo Crowd
1.  I think this is a photograph of…
a demonstration
Are a lot of people. It is going to New Year’s visit to a Shinto Shrine.
people go to the first visit to shrine
Asakusa (district) any given day
Senso-ji Temple
a staged event Japan shrine ritual involving the community
Kaminorimon gate during a festival
the gate of Asakusa
a Japanese festival after the new year
a political rally
crowd at the gate in a shrine
Senso-ji in Asakusa because this photograph has gate and many people 
Japanese famous place “Asakusa”. I think there must have been special 
occasions on this day. Maybe I guess that this day might be New Year’s Day.
shrine of New Year
New Year’s visit to a shrine
Hatsumade New Year’s Day ritual of visiting shrines
a festival at a temple
a festival
traditional festival of Asakusa
festival
some kind of casual gathering for celebrating some event, such as Bean-
throwing Day on Feb. 3rd.
many many people!
many people who attend the visit you’re deifying 
Senso-ji Temple of Asakusa
a lot of people have come to the temple in a visit in a New Year’s Day
temple
first visit to shrine
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congestion of the person who came for a New Year’s visit to shrine
The year’s first visit to the shrine. This is called Hatsumoude in Japanese
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
highlight the orderly crowds in Tokyo
document an event
take the streets
juxtapose Arayake [visible in the first image] with Asakusa 
capture the sense of some kind of festivity at the temple in Japan
focus on how many people get together
go to a temple
many people
take the state with a lot of people
get a quick photo for remembrance sake --- perhaps tourist
capture a crowded festival scene in Asakusa
show how popular the place is
focus on the big roofed entrance; and also trying to capture more people into 
the frame, emphasizing more on the significance of the event.
show how Japanese respond to election campaign
take a picture of the group of the person who will come to a shrine
worship because Sensoji is temple
represent a lot of people and go through the gate. And photographer was 
trying to worship and put the offertory and pray at temple.
popularity of the shrine
stand for crowding
emphasize or focus on Japanese collective behavior
capture how popular the festival is
show a lot of people are enjoying the festival
take a picture of Japanese Culture [capitalized by the respondent]
take a picture of Japanese traditional active festival
show that huge crowd had gathered
New Year’s visit to a Shinto shrine
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going to take a picture of a lot of this person in Twitter and contribute [post 
this image on Twitter, an internet social networking site]
take that there were a lot of people
take the state which has many people
go to the temple
pay a visit to a Shinto shrine
report to crowd
taken the situation from which a lot of people have come to the shrine
3.  When I see this photo I feel…
curious
crowded but not uncomfortable
amazed
comfort I’ve done this before and uncomfort [sic] it’s too crowded
like staying very far away from this place
overwhelmed
like it is the day after new year
the election time in Japan
difficult to walk around there
painful because I don’t like crowd





interested in the festival and would like to know what is happening
wonder where it was
that I want to join them
positive, strong, powerful activity
reminded of the New Year’s Day when people go to pay respects to the temples 
and shrines. I realize, however, that it is not the New Year’s Day gathering 
because none of the women are wearing kimono.
very tired
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people in much inside where it’s also fine gather much, and a person lightly 
clothed seems a little hot.
there are many people
people are wishing that good one year has passed
it is summer vacation
many people
that many people doesn’t move in great crowded situation and I don’t like 
crowds
so many people I got dizzy
4.  I feel this way because…
it is not clear what is going on [response to 3. above was “curious”]
I like Asakusa and temples generally [response to 3. above was “crowded but 
not uncomfortable”] 
I’m not keen on crowds and there are plenty of festivals in my area [response 
to 3. above was “like staying very far away from this place”]
there are too many people [response to 3. above was “overwhelmed”]
in Japan I usually attend similar events in my neighborhood [response to 3. 
above was “like it is the day after new year”] 
these kind of gatherings are typical of election campaign in Japan [response to 
3. above was “the election time in Japan”]
I like temple like Sensoji in Asakusa I had ate sweet potato [response to 3. 
above was “hate because I can’t stand crowd of people [and] I feel that I want 
to go there to eat food”]
it is dense people [response to 3. above was “get sick”]
it’s the landscape I have seen [response to 3. above was “nostalgic”]
I don’t like any kind of crowds, and I do not believe the value of worshipping a 
shrine only one time a year [response to 3. above was “annoyed”]
I am interested in Japanese festivals [response to 3. above was “interested in 
the festival and would like to know what is happening”]
I want to go to the festival [response to 3. above was “wonder where it was”]
I like this festival [response to 3. above was “that I want to join them”]
there are so many people in the picture [response to 3. above was “positive, 
strong, powerful activity”]
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there are so many people gathered around in front of the temple [response to 
3. above was “reminded of the New Year’s Day when people go to pay respects 
to the temples and shrines. I realize, however, that it is not the New Year’s Day 
gathering because none of the women are wearing kimono.”]
it place is hard to move [response to 3. above was “very tired”]
the state of the town and the height taking a picture [response to 3. above was 
“people in much inside where it’s also fine gather much, and a person lightly 
clothed seems a little hot.”]
this is a New Year’s visit to a Shinto Shrine [response above was “there are 
many people”]
I think so if it’s I [response above was “people are wishing that good one year 
has passed”]
they put on a T-shirt and hot. I think they feel hot. [response above was “it is 
summer vacation”]
I dislike crowds [response to 3. above was “many people”]
it was easy to image it most [response to 3. above was “that many people 
doesn’t move in great crowded situation and I don’t like crowds”]
a lot of people go to the year’s first visit to the shrine [response to 3. above was 
“so many people I got dizzy”]
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Image #3 is the Carousel of Desire photograph. 
Here is a table from 35 responses to the Carousel of Desire photograph.
Image 3 Carousel of Desire
1.  I think this is a photograph of…
a department store
theme park
Shibuya 109 (shopping area)
shopping mall
a composite photograph
shopping display Another combined photo --- so not really a photograph.
window shopping
a shop in a busy district
shopping window in night.
merry-go-round of fantastic light in Tokyo
Merry Go Land Shop
a floor some department store clothing shop area
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Image #3 is the Carousel of Desire photograph. 
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a clothing store and a toy merry-go-round
a clothes shop selling women’s dresses
carousel
a shop at a place like Disneyland
Japanese fashion. This shop in this picture display a merry-go-round to attract 
women’s imaginations and gather customers.
merry-go-round
new way to show clothes or new type of department store. New way to show 
clothes is like merry-go-round, going around mannequins. New type 
department is merry-go-round in the department store.
It became the mysterious sense.
Merry-Go-Round
the merry-go-round which appeared in the glass.
Merry-go-round and a clothes shop came out.
an ornament in the shop
a small merry-go-round near shops of clothes.
shopping mall
merry-go-round with the photograph of a woman choosing the clothes.
a Marchen [sic] picture
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
express himself
suggest similarities between carousels and clothing racks
present an image
take a look inside the building. But, outside of the state have had reflected on 
the glass.
recall image to a fairy tale
indicate the endless cycle of buying
be artistic
show many sides of a shopping and entertainment district. The merry-go-
round reflected in the glass window along with reverse display signs make it a 
collage of urban realities. 
buy. I think the photographer is man in poor. He want to buy present for girl 
friend, but he doesn’t have any money, so he can’t do anything but watch it.
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give a mysterious atmosphere
fantastic & crazy & fantasy 
add a bit of fun to this ordinary store scene
ironically show how Japanese fashion trend changes so fast and Japanese like 
to follow the trend --- uniformity of the Japanese society and lack of uniqueness. 
People would like to act as others do.
indicate that clothes are displayed and the shape of the round display is similar 
to a merry-go-round.
combine the reality and the fantasy
take a photo of a merry-go-round through the reflection on a shop window
advertise this shop.
take a very colorful and beautiful picture which is on a window
new way to show clothes change generally type and make fun of that. The 
another idea want to make more funny department store and get more 
customer.
I wanted to let you think the clothes sales floor to be fun like an amusement 
park. 
illumination
take a really beautiful picture.
clothes shop is the place where I have a dream like an amusement park.
catch people’s eye because an amusement park is expressed at a store
see good shops clothes.
express your fancy. Because a shop and merry-go-round in one picture. So I 
think you want to go merry-go-round.
express the feeling that a woman choosing the clothes was excited at.
made a fantasy world and feminine
3.  When I see this photo I feel…
nothing in particular
carnival-y, happy
yellow is too strong
cheerful
tailor in a winter. A model of a beautiful merry-go-round is in the inside in a 
store. Winter is felt.
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soft and smart (in Japanese word appropriation, soft refers to supple and smart 






I like Merry Go Land, very fun
confused
this is an ironical photo.
I want to get into the world of imagination where I can ride a merry-go-round
“Let’s have fun!”
I’d like to ride the merry-go-round
this shop is good at displaying
happy
fantastic. This photo make fun world. It is important not to be tied down by 
common sense.
exciting because it can see two things that amusement park and clothes shop, I 
like them very much
Look happy.
winter came.
that I was very beautiful.
the picture which has a dream Because designability [sic] is excellent. 
very attractive
nostalgic about a merry-go-round.
Merry-go-round is beautiful. And I think that why here is merry-go-round. 
Where is that clothes shop?
happy, strange and confuse
What photograph? I couldn’t see the woman and didn’t know the first seeing. 
But I thought it Somehow When [sic] I looked well. I want the smile of the 
woman a little more. 
many girls seems to like it
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4.  I feel this way because…
it is not an interesting photo [response to 3. above was “nothing in particular”]
both are pleasant diversions [response to 3. above was “carnival-y, happy”]
it is fantastic [response to 3. above was “tailor in a winter. A model of a 
beautiful merry-go-round is in the inside in a store. Winter is felt.”]
shopping in general is superficial [response to 3. above was “irritated”]
shopping is relaxing [response to 3. above was “like relaxing”] 
of combination of many details in one shot [response to 3. was “like being 
there”]
In shop is bright, but this side is dark. It is expressing him feel for him and a 
situation. [response to 3. above was “lonesome”] (This was the story about the 
poor man who “want to buy present for girlfriend” above)
I felt it very artistically [response to 3. above was “mysterious and beautiful”]
I did not like the idea intention. The photo is not beautiful and it is not clear 
what the goal of the photographer. [response to 3. above was “confused”]
I recently read a book written by a Japanese sociologist teaching Japanese 
society at an Australian university studying Japanese modern society [response 
to 3. above was “this is an ironical photo”]
I want to enjoy myself and escape from the reality [response to 3. above was “I 
want to get into the world of imagination where I can ride a merry-go-round”]
I see the brightly colored carousel in front of a workplace. [response to 3. 
above was “‘Let’s have fun!’“]
l love merry-go-rounds. It was my favorite when I had been to amusement 
parks. [response to 3. above was “I’d like to ride the merry-go-round”]
this photo is very colorful and beautiful [response above was “this shop is 
good at displaying”]
the time may be evening, especially on a weekend, so no work, no stress, but a 
relaxed time. [response to 3. above was “happy.”]
Photographer is great. [response to 3. above was “Look happy.”]
when it is winter illuminations increase [response above was “winter came.”]
a merry-go-round reflects in show window and shines [response to 3. above 
was “that I was very beautiful.”]
I think it’s pretty. [response to 3. above was “the picture which has a dream 
Because designability [sic] is excellent.”]
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there is a merry-go-round [response to 3. above was “very attractive”]
merry-go-round of amusement park is fun place. But, I can see a shop too 
behind merry-go-round. So, I confused which is right place amusement park or 
shopping mall. [response to 3. above was “happy, strange and confuse”]
that an idea was interesting. I like those photographs. [response to 3. above 
was “What photograph? I couldn’t see the woman and didn’t know the first 
seeing. But I thought it Somehow When [sic] I looked well. I want the smile of 
the woman a little more. “]
many girls likes such a Marchen word (maybe the viewer wanted to say 
merchandising world) and shopping [response to 3. above was “many girls 
seems to like it”]
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Image #4 is the Roof Park photograph 
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Here is a table from 42 responses to the Roof Park photograph.
Image 4 Roof Park
1.  I think this is a photograph of…




rooftop green spaces and Tokyo Tower
Tokyo as a place full of surprises
Tokyo
the city center. 
great rooftop of how to use. It is not able to make the forest and there is a lot of 
building. This is how to increase trees even a little.
to provide a greening of a building
a roof-top park in Tokyo downtown near Tokyo Tower
a roof garden
a park on the roof of a building in the center of Tokyo
gardens on top of the building
roofs in Tokyo
the landscape of Tokyo taken a picture at a skyscraper.
planting trees activity
a large city because many buildings in this picture
overlooking the city park
the great garden of Tokyo
Bill (the student likely means building) stood a lot, because see the Tokyo 
Tower.
surrounded by greenery
high-rises are going up all over the place.
Tokyo of the town. It took the plant on top of the building.
city in Tokyo
that cityscape is clean
I like a photograph that many buildings and Tokyo Tower
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a lot of building and a lot of green on the building.
rooftop garden
Rooftop with a view of the Tokyo Tower.
Tokyo was developing.
take back nature in Japan.
I like the photograph that was buildings and Tokyo Tower in the city.
downtown in Tokyo. There are a lot of buildings.
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
show how architecture is diverse
show some greenery in concrete nightmare.
take a view of Tokyo Tower
a wide audience possibly international visitors
show how ecofriendly businesses are trying to improve greenery in large 
metropolis
show the interplay of hidden green space in the metropolis of Tokyo - a city 
which is often presented as one of skyscrapers and crowds.
express how one is not supposed to judge just relying on appearances.
show how green the city is trying to be.
portray the urban landscape of Tokyo with the tower visible in the background.
take green in the city
show the global warming [counter]measures that can also be in the city center 
of the building the city or show the space where you can relax in the building 
introduce Japanese modern buildings. Modern buildings in Japan has roof 
garden.
want all the audience to know that. Now, the planet is afflicted with 
environmental problems. It is one of the countermeasures.
show how people try to create nature in the middle of busy areas, and how 
strange it looks
say people would like to care for nature even in the middle of the capital big 
city
capture a moment that tells us how people would like to have a park in the 
center of Tokyo
show that we should plant greens everywhere
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take a picture of green roofs.
show that there is also green in Tokyo. And the photographer took a picture 
with Tokyo Tower which is a symbol.
make planting trees activity at downtown fixed and have everyone know
take urban modern scenery and photographed it from the high place
I wanted to know that lots of people in the metropolitan area this beautiful 
green.
on top of building green and was surprised
Society to live with nature.
He wanted to take streets of Tokyo.
this building have growing the plants on the roof.
spread the effort to plant the plant on top of the building.
I think this photo was taken by an expensive building.
a vegetable garden seems to be done in the roof.
I think Japan Office City
introduce the green that exists in the city.
convey the goodness of the recreation area of the environmental improvement 
and green by the roof garden
take a picture is beauty.
I think going to construct big building.
tell for people green top of the building
clean the air
show us that you do the project to take back nature in Japan.
I think Japanese Office City (Perhaps the viewer means business or office 
district.)
take a photograph on a high place.
take Tokyo Tower and Sky Tree together. (Sky Tree tower is not in the photo.)
3.  When I see this photo I feel…
Tokyo is diverse




nostalgic about first living in Tokyo.
oasis in the metropolitan city
a very beautiful picture
that there are some people genuinely concerned with the eco future of urban 
areas.
coexist plants and buildings
happy
like I want to lay on the grass of a rooftop garden and read a good novel.
somewhat displaced; where am I really?
hope
being right there
this town is good for environment.
a lot of greens feels it in the mysterious feeling that there is in the building of 
the big city.
a good feeling if there are trees in the building. Such a building is get on also 
work when you increase a lot. I want more and more to good for environment.
good
greening of the rooftop of a building is relaxing and I feel cool.
kind of sad & I don’t like this park, so I don’t want to go there
relaxing but artificial
I’d like to take a walk at the park
I need to grow plants in my yard and on top of the roof of my house.
relax.
that it was wonderful that there is also green like a roof garden in downtown.
happy
that a feeling with the green was good in a city
the apartment building is green, as well as a fantastic.
a beautiful green
Green is too small to now of Tokyo. It must be in the same proportion of 
building and nature as shown in the photograph.
look like jungle.
scared.
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beautiful and good for the environment.
it’s beautiful and nice.
I want to live once. (This might mean, “I want to live there at once.”)
I feel big city. This city is Japanese famous place.
impressed the many green on the building and beautiful around building.
to healing
Green is beautiful.
I think I’d like in the environment. (This might mean, “…like to live in…. ”)
this building good for the environment.
it was good thing
so happy, because there is little nature in Japan.
I think very hard and difficult.
beautiful.
circumference building to be low because Tokyo Tower was high.
4.  I feel this way because…
there are different types of buildings [response above was “Tokyo is diverse”]
I love Tokyo. [response above was “nostalgic about first living in Tokyo.”]
rich natural
I find me to have taken this picture from the top of the high building. It’s 
because I feel to have seen from the top.
small steps to improving the environment [response to 3. above was “happy”] 
open green space can be hard to come by. [response to 3. above was “like I 
want to lay on the grass of a rooftop garden and read a good novel.”]
you don’t really know where this photo was taken from; you only know it must 
be a high building; you are used to a different perspective [response to 3. 
above was “somewhat displaced; where am I really?”]
Tokyoites at least are thinking a little of the environment [response above was 
“hope”]
The scene is quite familiar to me. [response to 3. above was “being right 
there”]
Brll (Perhaps the viewer wanted to say green rooftops were a brilliant idea.) 
that I be the idea [response to 3. above was “a good feeling if there are trees in 
the building. Such a building is get on also work when you increase a lot. I 
want more and more to good for environment.”]
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this color is feeling relaxed color [response to 3. above was “greening of the 
rooftop of a building is relaxing and I feel cool.”]
this shows that our city life is unnatural. This park is just like a zoo in some 
downtown where wild animals are constrained in small areas. This park doesn’t 
belong there. [response to 3. above was “kind of sad & I don’t like this park, so 
I don’t want to go there”]
the garden and the glass building do not suit well though it is a good idea 
[response to 3. above was “relaxing but artificial”]
I believe that people need plants around them [response to 3. above was “I’d 
like to take a walk at the park”]
I am afraid of the global warming. [response to 3. above was “I need to grow 
plants in my yard and on top of the roof of my house.”]
there are lots of “green” in this picture. [response to 3. above was “relax.”]
I thought it was important that there is such forest because only a skyscraper 
was lined up in Tokyo-to (the Japanese term for metro Tokyo) center. [response 
to 3. above was “that it was wonderful that there is also green like a roof 
garden in downtown.”]
there was little green and downtown has bad impressions for the environment, 
but I feel this way [response to 3. above was “happy”] because I know someone 
is thinking even downtown is built to stop global warming
very modern. [response to 3. above was “that a feeling with the green was 
good in a city.”]
I cannot produce in other places such as the. (exactly as printed by a lower level 
English student) [response above was “apartment building green, as well as 
fantastic.”]
shines green surrounded by lot of buildings. [response above was “a beautiful 
green”]
I feel this way because I feel look like jungle. [response to 3. above was “I feel 
look like jungle.”]
I am not good at a high place [response to 3. above was “scared.”]
plants produce oxygen. [response to 3. above was “beautiful good for 
environment.”]
I feel that it was a wonderful town to see of Tokyo Tower [response to 3. above 
was “it’s beautiful and nice.”]
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the appearance is very clean, and there is green on the roof [response to 3. 
above was “I want to live once.”]
I feel wonderful because many buildings is Wow!! [response to 3. above was “I 
feel big city. This city is Japanese famous place.”]
many building matched enter greens [response to 3. above was “impressed the 
many green on the building and beautiful around building.”]
I like green and park and nature. [response to 3. above was “to healing”]
I like green. [response to 3. above was “Green is beautiful.”]
made to the prevention of global warming [response to 3. above was “it was 
good thing”]
a building is built much in Japan. [response to 3. above was “so happy, because 
there is little nature in Japan.”]
Cool!! Japan!! [response to 3. above was “I think very hard and difficult.”]
there is green on the building of Tokyo [response to 3. above was “beautiful.”]
the human technique to build such a high building is wonderful. [response to 
3. above was “circumference building to be low because Tokyo Tower was 
high.”]
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Image #5 is the Kyoto Parade photograph. 
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Here is a table from 24 responses to the Kyoto Parade photograph.
Image 5 Kyoto Parade
1.  I think this is a photograph of…
a ceremony at Ise Shrine
Matsuri! (a solemn Shinto festival) Of the dead?




religious procession, probably Shinto
another festival
a Japanese festival
a festival in Kyoto
graceful Matsuri.
a Japanese festival
a traditional festival at a shrine held probably in spring or early summer
a festival or ceremony in a shrine in Japan.
the Aoi Festival held in Kyoto in May.
traditional festival
festival. This is because there are people in special clothes.
festival.
to worship a god.
festival of Kyoto
festival there from the old days of Kyoto.
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
behind the event
represent the Japan peaceful
show something pretty.
show traditional festival of Japan
get a keepsake photo
take a picture of the procession with a lot of people in the background visible.
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capture its popularity
capture the blend of tradition and modernity
show some Japanese culture
portray the classical Japan for the modern audience.
show the long history and tradition of Japan.
show the ancient festival.
take a picture of a parade held during the festival
record what s/he saw as audience for personal photo collection
take a picture of Japanese culture.
leave Japanese traditional festival.
this photo festival take on at Kyoto. And They moving to Temple [sic] 
leave the record that a festival was held.
pull a cart.
introduce entertainment to foreigners.
a lot of people are pulling the portable shrine.
take the state of the old aristocracy.






like going to Kyoto for a vacation.
like joining
Japan is still a country that places importance in its roots and tradition.
like joining 
happy.
Wow! This is Kyoto. I want to go and see it!
traditional and graceful.
a kind of nostalgia for Japanese festivals. I would like to take a look from a 
different angle so I can see the faces of the people who are carrying the 
Japanese dashi cart.
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4.  I feel this way because…
I like Ise Shrine [response to 3. above was “interested”]
I associate Matsuri with interesting traditional food. [response to 3. above was 
“Hungry”]
I think the photographer missed the point. Should’ve taken earlier, not when 
the participants have passed. I’ve taken similar photos, missed opportunity! 
[response to 3. above was “distraught”] 
it looks like the day was a holiday. [response to 3. above was “like going to 
Kyoto for a vacation.”]
it looks inviting [response to 3. above was “like joining”]
since I am living and working in Japanese society, I could feel and see this is 
very much in the societal fabric. [response to 3. above was “Japan is still a 
country that places importance in its roots and tradition.”]
it looks beautiful [response to 3. similar to an earlier viewer above was also 
“like joining”]
because of the mood it shows. [response to 3. above was “happy.”]
Kyoto is the place we always want to visit. [response to 3. above was “Wow! 
This is Kyoto. I want to go and see it!”]
the photo was probably taken in Kyoto. [response to 3. above was “traditional 
and graceful.”]
I would like to know more about the festival. [response to 3. above was “a kind 
of nostalgia for Japanese festivals. I would like to take a look from a different 
angle so I can see the faces of the people who are carrying the Japanese dashi 
cart.”]
the costumes and the entire atmosphere give these impressions. [response to 
3. above was “traditional, Kyoto-like, quiet, simple”]
traditional, Kyoto-like, quiet, simple
that I want to join them.
I’d like to see [the festival] immediately.
to go there
beautiful.
the tradition and culture of to cherish is Japan.
it has held a traditional festival.
the Heian period atmosphere.
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Part 3: General Conclusions and Discussion
If one were to look only at the photographs and viewer comments, 
without any of the earlier discussion, what would be readily apparent? What 
could we agree as generally true? Four themes seem to emerge. 
First, it is clear there are diverse opinions about what the subject of 
each photograph actually is. 
Second, viewers express even more diverse opinions about the 
photographer’s intent than about the content of each image. 
Third, replies to the prompt about feeling ranged from expressions of 
basic emotions to justifications for (or elaborations on) the viewer’s 
assessment of the content of the photo or photographer’s intent in making it. 
Fourth, viewers created backstories—they made up narratives—to 
explain and justify their perceptions. Each of these themes may be 
expanded.
it looks interesting. [response to 3. above was “that I want to join them.”]
I wanna see real past Japanese wear (likely means authentic Japanese 
traditional costumes) [response to 3. above was “to go there”]
many people having beautiful clothes walk together. [The response to 3. above 
was “I feel beautiful.”]
a lot of people are wearing kimono and like scenery Kyoto (perhaps the viewer 
wants to say the scenery looks like Kyoto) [response above was “it has held a 
traditional festival.”]
the clothes of people who are reflected in the photograph was the old clothes. 
[response to 3. above was “the Heian period atmosphere.”]
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3.1  Varied Views about the Content
Opinions about the subject matter of each of the five images diverged 
robustly. Sometimes a viewer would assert that the image was not really a 
photograph at all; this sentiment is expressed in the case of the Warehouse 
with Three Moons constructed image (which uses four photographs—three 
moons and one of the Yokohama warehouse site recorded at a very low 
shutter speed) and similar comments were made about the completely 
unaltered Carousel of Desire photograph. 
We also see that the point of emphasis that catches the viewer’s eye is 
then used to describe what the photograph is a photograph of. For example, 
the Carousel photo is described as “an ornament in the shop”, “a theme 
park” and also as a marketing gimmick in which the “shop in this picture 
display[s] a merry-go-round to attract women’s imaginations and gather 
customers” and a “new way to show clothes or new type of department store. 
New way to show clothes is like merry-go-round, going around mannequins. 
New type department is merry-go-round in the department store.” 
While the first question is the participant’s description of the image, it 
also reveals the part of the photo the viewer finds (that is, makes) most 
important or most interesting. For Roland Barthes (2010), that is the 
studium moving toward being the punctum. The studium is the aspect of the 
photo the viewer may feel is the objective reality of the image (although this 
has already been mediated by language and culture—the language the 
viewer uses to describe the photo and the meaning/ description the viewer’s 
culture would attach to the image—based on the assumption that the viewer 
had internalized her or his cultural norms). 
The tables above detail the variety of places exhibition-goers offered as 
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the location and diverse foci they chose as the subject matter of each 
photograph. Hochstein and Ahissar’s (2002) ideas of vision at a glance come 
to mind as an explanation of how the first impression a viewer takes of a 
photograph seems to resist the interpenetration of alternate explanations. 
That is, viewers may have questioned whether their assessment of the scene 
was correct, but they remained consistent in maintaining their initial 
description. 
I provide a number of examples of this below, but will revisit one that 
was discussed above in the context of how vision at a glace seems to operate. 
This is the case of the respondent who wrote that the temple festival was a 
political demonstration and consistently maintained her or his initial feeling 
about the event. Above, I pointed out how closer examination would have 
revealed the photo to be of a celebration rather than an election rally—no 
signs, banners, buttons, or trappings of political activity are present—and yet 
the viewer constructed a narrative, drawn from memories of election time, to 
support the image she or he claimed to recognize at first glance.
3.2   Viewers expressed diverse opinions about the photographer’s 
intent.
The viewer’s assessment of the photographer’s purpose in making the 
photo may be considered as a movement toward the punctum. By punctum I 
mean the puncture or point that pierces one’s objectivity, that moves one 
from a belief in objectivity to a subjective frame of mind. As Robin Hemley 
has described this concept, “The punctum is what Barthes identifies as the 
wound of the photograph (Hemley, “The Wound of the Photograph” Kindle 
Locations 1224-1231). Along with this movement toward subjectivity being 
related to the photograph’s punctum, it also relates to the idea of the reverse 
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gaze. The viewer, by speculating on the photographer’s purpose and 
considering the meaning the photographer may be trying to convey, is also 
describing her or his ideas about the photographer. For example, here are a 
selection of comments from survey question two in regard to the image of 
the red brick warehouse area that is a constructed image using four 
photographs to create a night scene with three moons: “I imagine the 
photographer was trying to…” yielded the following assessments: “be 
artistic”; “take the contrasts of colors blue and red”; “tell everyone Japan is a 
very good country”; “express how one is not supposed to judge just relying 
on appearance”; “scare me”; “show timelessness, ethereal quality”; “be 
surreal”; “take a romantic photo”; “combine Tokyo Bay with the Solar 
System”; “confuse or oscillate between two mediums” (For this last 
comment, the respondent underscored the word photographer and wrote 
“not a photograph” before giving the critique that two media were being 
combined.).
In this dialogic exchange, the photographer may be informed by what 
the viewer assumes or conjectures about the photographer’s motives and 
intents. Further, the photographer then has the opportunity to see 
something in the image that the viewer reacts to or engages with, but that 
the photographer may not have considered when initially creating or 
recording the image. The photo exists as an artifact, as a trace, that has 
meaning independent from the photographer’s intention or interpretation. 
While the same principle may be true of all creative works, the assertion 
that a created work may be evaluated without regard to authorial intent—
seemingly in spite of rather than in light of what the creator of the work may 
have intended the work to mean—is particularly contentious in the case of 
photographs because photographers may claim their creative act and 
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engagement provides the truest context and interpretation of the content 
and intended meaning of their images. 
As a current example, controversy (and apology by the model but not 
the publishers) over a recent Condé Nast cover “Priyanka Chopra sorry for 
Condé Nast cover ‘insulting refugees’” demonstrates the challenge to 
photographers’ claims to truest context and interpretation of images they 
create. In the Condé Nast controversy, the cover, which appears in the 
appendices, depicted a model wearing a T-shirt with the words “refugee”; 
“immigrant”; “outsider”; and “traveller” in capital letters enclosed in a black 
box on the front of the shirt. The first three words were marked with a red 
strikethrough; the last one was spotless. As reported on the BBC News 
website at http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-37676903, “Both the 
actress and Condé Nast were criticised over the ‘privileged’ message, with 
many pointing out that being a refugee was ‘not a choice’. Condé Nast told 
the BBC their intention was to highlight labeling of people.” 
In practice, once a photograph is out there, a wide range of plausible 
explanation, engagement, and interpretation (whether the photo was 
intended for advertising, forensic, surveillance, or documentary purposes 
notwithstanding) is usual. 
In the responses to the Photographs of Japan as Ambiguous Images 
Photography Exhibition above, there is evidence of the reverse tourist gaze 
(Gillespie, 2006), as well as the notion of the predatory and destructive 
nature of outsiders reimagining the setting they engage with (Hoskins, 
2002). For example, one of the viewers of the Red Brick Warehouse with 
Three Moons constructed image was offended. She or he wrote, “I live 
nearby the place, so I felt my neighborhood is contaminated by the 
photographer’s unhealthy intention.” I highlight this response because it so 
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clearly demonstrates the dialogic transaction between the photographer, the 
photograph, and the viewer. While “unhealthy intention” is not the same as 
predation and “contaminated” is different from destruction, the 
photographer’s intent and the resulting image are both spoken of using 
negative language. The viewer regards the picture elements from which the 
image was constructed personally as “my neighborhood” and speaks from a 
position of ownership that seeks to surpass whatever title the photographer 
may claim. In the offended viewer’s mind, the photographer’s attempt to 
alter the image is an affront to the viewer’s rights and sensibilities. 
I raise the following question. Who, then, has the right to record and to 
alter an image? By considering viewers’ demands for faithful reproduction 
(according to the viewers’ standards of accuracy), how might the role of the 
photographer be changed? How does this trade-off—a greater insight into 
viewers’ reactions versus the demand for true recordings rather than artistic 
interpretations—play out? How might the insistence, of those giving the 
reverse gaze, on their reference point of accuracy inform and enlighten the 
photographer while constraining the notion of the photograph to that of 
documentary artifact (that—by reverse gaze insistence on documentary 
accuracy—risks having its very legitimacy questioned and may be in danger 
of censure if it is obviously altered for any intent)? 
Berger earlier commented on the power of fake photographs (and here I 
offset the word fake because the truth or reality of a photographic image is 
more of a proposition than a scientific fact). I agree with his observation that 
the faked photograph only has power because there is a belief in the 
proposition that photographs present and represent the truth rather than a 
truth, and that it is a truth the validity of which depends on a great number 
of variables.
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This issue—of who creates (and, while somewhat inelegant, we may say 
of who authors) and who may best curate the meaning of a photographic 
image, and of what qualifications one must have to legitimately participate in 
the assessment of its content—poses important ethical questions. The 
project Foucault’s “What is an author?” (1984) engages in is one in which the 
turn to the self, as represented by individual authors, is repudiated and the 
absence of the author is employed to suggest a useful construct in the form 
of the “author function.” This is, “a matter of depriving the subject (or its 
substitute) of its role as originator, and of analyzing the subject as a variable 
and complex function of discourse” (The Foucault Reader 1984, 118). Put 
another way, the viewers’ interactions with the subject matter of photographs 
is part of the discourse of the image. By the audience being placed, due to 
the very nature of photography (and this holds true also for cinema), in the 
position of observer through the photographer’s (or cinematographer’s) 
lens—with various points of view being presented—they/ we are continually 
seeing through the eyes of the photographer/ cinematographer/ author.
Since the photographer is in a privileged position of establishing the 
terms (quite plainly, the lens) through which those who see the photograph 
are observing the world, I feel one of the most pertinent ethical concerns of 
our postmodern era is in formulating a position on when observation 
becomes surveillance and when surveillance becomes voyeurism. 
From the perspective of sovereign governments, for purposes of 
national or global defense, observation and surveillance is rarely if ever 
termed voyeurism. Drone, satellite, and other visual imaging platforms such 
as thermal and magnetic mapping provide information used in launching 
strikes against enemy strongholds or weapons stockpiles. Surveillance is a 
mechanism of control. Surveillance in a world we are convinced is 
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dangerous is referred to as security and deemed necessary for protection, as 
a softer sounding term for control. Without limitations on the extent of 
control, particularly in gaining access to personal information about private 
individuals, surveillance may be regarded as voyeurism. In today’s world, 
where personal computers are linked to central data distribution systems, 
voyeuristic and personal privacy infringing information gathering may take 
the form of agencies—sometimes government run, other times part of 
criminal activities—accessing video and other electronic property from 
anyone’s computer. In such instances—which are becoming more frequent 
in everyday life—viewing seems to have moved beyond mere observation 
and into a realm of surveillance that has a more voyeuristic and less security-
reassurance function to it. 
Another way of seeing relates to human sight versus camera sight. The 
question of through whose eyes we see the world is a common thread in 
postmodern discourse. Linda Alcoff’s “The Problem of Speaking for Others” 
(1992) comes to mind immediately on the postmodern issue of through 
whose eyes we see or with whose voice we speak, but I don’t regard the 
claim—that this issue (of through whose eyes we see the world) is a 
common thread in postmodern discourse—to be especially contentious. In 
the context of photography—whether still or motion picture—perspective is 
determined for the viewer by the camera operator’s rendering of the scene 
and (primarily in the case of movies, but also in most professional photo 
shoots and assignments) by the director’s vision and management of the 
production. The viewer is moved beyond a discursive conversation and into 
a position to be (rhetorically) persuaded. Just as air force strikes against 
enemy targets usually appear in newscasts from the video game style 
crosshairs of the sighting scope rather than from the perspective of those on 
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the ground being bombed, I feel that point of view 1) encourages agreement 
with the perspective that is being shared and 2) must always be 
interrogated.
Point of view through a camera’s viewfinder may also add another 
dimension to seeing that can be distinguished from perspective: the ability 
to zoom in. We may recall Berger’s earlier comments about artistic or 
authorial perspective, whether in painting or as the inescapable reality of 
using a camera to record images, as a Western notion that privileges the 
observer/ painter/ photographer. In the creative process, the camera lens 
may be able to selectively zoom in on what the image creator values most 
and what the audience is most meant to value.
The following two photographs show an example of surveillance, of 
manipulating point of view, and of emulating the zoom of a camera lens. 
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In my first photograph I have, from street level, taken a picture of the 
second floor of a shop in Harajuku along Takeshita Street, in Tokyo. There 
are six screens. The top four are electronically stitched together to form one 
large image of the products the store sells. The bottom two screens have 
been set up to receive live video feeds from surveillance cameras inside the 
upper part of the shop’s front window. My wife and I are standing in front of 
the shop. The surveillance cameras capture us. My camera is pointing 
upward at the six display screens. I use the display screens as my viewfinder 
and take a photograph of what the surveillance cameras caught. 
The next image, in what I term a reverse surveillance gaze, is my 
creation and appropriation of this closed circuit television image. My 
intention is to transform the image from an instance of surveillance into an 
artifact of memento. I have cropped the image to delete the advertising and 
repurposed the result to serve as a tourist photograph of my wife and me in 
this lively part of Tokyo. Since the camera I used doesn’t have a zoom lens 
and only imitates normal human vision, I have created the false intimacy—a 
feeling of nearness, but without physical presence—that may be rendered 
by a zoom lens through the process of cutting and enlarging (cropping) the 
part of the image I value most.
Returning to my assertion that one of the most pertinent ethical 
concerns of our postmodern era is in formulating a position on when 
observation becomes surveillance and when surveillance becomes 
voyeurism, the prompt “I imagine the photographer was trying to…” may be 
regarded as a clear starting point: always cross-examine the photographer’s 
intent. In the illustration above—of recognizing surveillance and making it 
into observation—my intention was to create a tourist photo. What the 
surveillance cameras were taking as information I was taking back as a 
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souvenir of a travel experience. 
3.3   Replies to the “I feel…” prompt expressed self-reflection as 
well as emotions about the photographs and the photographer.
We may also note that elements of narrative are sometimes included in 
the “I feel…” prompt and that the fourth prompt, “I feel this way because…” 
is often addressed only in the section where the viewer describes her or his 
feelings. As part of the survey design improvement, “Please describe your 
own emotional state when you look at this image” may have, in another 
venue, more precisely focused respondents toward self-reflection. Many 
viewers chose to respond to “I feel…” as a request to “Please say more about 
why you feel the photographer created this image.” In light of the knowledge 
that the Photographs of Japan as Ambiguous Images exhibition was being held 
at a Japanese university and that the bulk of respondents would be English 
learners, simplicity was preferred over the strict adherence to the precisely 
nuanced intention of each survey prompt. Likewise, useful information was 
communicated whether the narrative focused on the viewer’s reaction to the 
photograph itself or to the viewer’s consideration of the photographer’s 
motivation.
For example, here, from the Yokohama warehouse with three moons 
image, is a prompt number 4 comment about the photograph provoking an 
emotional response from the viewer: “I am positive! [where the response to 
prompt 3. was “the three colors match. When there is sadness there is joy 
coming.”]. Here, also from that image, is a prompt 4 comment in which the 
viewer assesses the photographer’s intent and the effect it has on the viewer: 
“The author thinks that a free thought is important without being seized 
with reality.” [where the response to prompt 3. was “very attractive. In 
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addition, I felt it strangely at the same time.”]. 
From the Tokyo crowd photograph, a viewer responded to prompt 4 
with personal feelings saying, “I’m not keen on crowds and there are plenty 
of festivals in my area.” [where the response to prompt 3. was “like staying 
very far away from this place”]. From the carousel and dress shop image, 
one viewer responded to prompt 4 with a critique of the photographer. “I did 
not like the idea intention. The photo is not beautiful and it is not clear what 
the goal of the photographer.” [where the response to prompt 3. was 
“confused”].
3.4  Final Thoughts and Broader Considerations
Many viewers created narratives to explain and justify their perceptions. 
People may feel they extract facts or meaning from a photograph, but it 
seems to me that by engaging in an exploration of creative feelings they are 
investing the image with a meaning they offer or a narrative they present or 
a context they provide as a way of explaining their reaction to the image. 
The narrative operates like a triangulating device viewers use to position 
themselves in reference to and in conversation with the photograph and the 
photographer. 
In terms of identity, this cultural orienteering is an important part of 
how one situates oneself in the world relative to the things one sees and 
perceptions one has of others and the feelings and emotions this interaction 
may cause, engender, foment, provoke, or arouse. At best, the narratives 
others offer as valid interpretations of everyday sights—buildings, the 
moon, and a bridge as a constructed image; a crowded festival; the reflection 
of a shop in a window looking out on a carousel; a Tokyo roof garden; and a 
Kyoto parade—are ones we can engage with as stories that touch us as 
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plausible even if we don’t see or feel the same things in the images. 
Critical thinking about photographic images heightens the awareness 
that other voices exist that describe a world they see that differs from our 
perceptions. The question is not which view is correct; instead, one asks, 
“how many different views can I see?” This is the essence of diversity, of 
seeing from another person’s point of view; it is the idea that these divergent 
views exist and that one must be open to them, that one must put oneself 
into situations where they are accommodated, appreciated, understood even 
if not agreed with. Ultimately, the “game of reality”—the game of playing 
that we are not playing a game—involves not having to imagine that the 
world is the way another person sees it, but understanding that the other 
person may imagine the world in that way. Imagine a child’s voice saying, 
“play with me” and your answer, “okay, I will play along,” and join the dance.
This paper began with a consideration of psychological games in which 
we may agree to such conditions as sanity, reality, and respect. Two other 
games, the art appreciation game and the education game, are also in play.
The art appreciation game challenges us to find meanings in creative 
works. Creators—visual artists, photographers, writers, scholars, dancers, 
musicians, and others—consciously craft content and embed this content in 
images and other artifacts. Critical analysis, often as a consequence of 
educated competence in understanding the circumstances under which 
these artifacts were created, allows us to extract plausible meanings and 
cogent interpretations. The frontispiece photographs—the one on the left 
showing Holbein’s The Ambassadors as it may appear in a catalog of 
Renaissance art works and the one on the right establishing the context in 
which we may view the painting today—is an example of the sort of artifact 
budding visual arts critics learn to analyze. This is the value and the 
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enjoyment in the game of art appreciation. Think of it as an Easter egg hunt; 
the eggs are the intended interpretations the artist displays and sometimes 
conceals in her or his work. Our delight derives from gathering these 
hidden treasures.
Education is the workout routine that trains our brains to extract 
essences with which the great masters and other practitioners have skillfully 
laced their works. It’s fun. Games are meant to be fun. And we know that 
having fun playing games increases our skills in whichever game we 
concentrate our efforts. Exercises, quizzes, tests, and assignments—the 
workout routines in the education game—develop competencies in various 
subjects and disciplines. Discussions, presentations, speeches, debates, 
small-group task assignments, and lectures allow participants to 
demonstrate their skills as they acquire them. 
We intellectually strip mine the gold fields and diamond mines of 
scholarly art and history and imagine that we miraculously leave the 
landscape intact. Do we? Those two words pose a question for another paper. 
For now, I will simply expand them into the following question. Doesn’t our 
interpretation of any work also change the original? The word “change” is 
shorthand for the phrase “change the way that others will look at this work 
in the future”; and this query is an entry point into the discussion of how the 
critic is also the creator of new meanings. 
This concept—critic as creator of variations on the original—is an 
important first step in critical thinking. It is an important sidebar to the lead 
story of this paper, the main case at bar. The main point is that critical 
thinking and analysis are as much a process of investment as of extraction. 
Certainly, analysis as an extractive process—as a way to see better so that 
we can more easily spot where the Easter eggs are hidden—is an essential 
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first half of what is taking place. The first job of critical thinking is to 
cultivate an educated imagination. The second step exercises our 
imaginations to invest the world with meanings we bring to it. 
The process by which individuals invest photographic images with their 
own meanings was the subject of this primary research study based on 
qualitative survey analysis. My conclusions suggest that critical thinking 
about photographic images is more than learning to make the perfect steps 
in the process of analysis; it is also learning to enjoy the missteps as 
wonderful opportunities for learning new steps and different dances. My 
daughter and my students have taught me a simple truth: the lightest games 
of playful imagination may demolish more barriers to understanding than 
the heaviest sledgehammers of rote learning. Reality is a game of consensual 
agreement on negotiated rules and an everlasting quest for balance and 
harmony; it is also an unending dance of imbalance and disharmony. 






** Holbein skull explanation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anamorphosis
Black and white photo in Berger’s experiment is from Berger, John and Mohr, Jean. 
(1982). Another Way of Telling. Vintage International, Random House Inc. New 
York, Kindle Edition.
Appendix photo by Conde Nast Traveller Magazine
All other photographs and images are by Lawrence Karn.
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Appendix
Item 1 Sample of the Survey Used to Collect Viewer Responses 
Photographs of Japan as Ambiguous Images Viewer Survey
Please reply to the following questions about these photographs.
Please do NOT include information
linking your response to your personal identity.
1.  I think this is a photograph of…
 
 
2.  I imagine the photographer was trying to…
 
 
3.  When I see this photo I feel…
 
 
4.  I feel this way because…
 
 
5.  I am [please check applicable]  student [ ] staff [ ] faculty [ ]
and my native country is …  
Thank you for your kind participation in this research.
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Item 2 Conde Nast Traveller Magazine Cover - referenced in 3.2
“Conde Nast also put out a statement in which it stood by the cover and 
tried to clarify the intention behind the photograph. Explaining that it 
believed in a ‘world without borders’ and ‘had a point to make’, the statement 
said: ‘We must recognise that we are all on a journey. Whether we are 
moving across oceans or just a few kilometres, or in our mind’s eye, into a 
completely different world, whether we are doing so due to free will or 
circumstance - we are all travellers.’” http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-
india-37676903
